


Welcome to  
Omnipod Bay! 
An action-packed island for people with diabetes,  
for their families, friends and everyone else.  
Connect. Explore. Uncover hidden surprises.  
And enjoy everything the island has to offer. 

A1-Sea

Fruit StallMaze

Gym

Basal Beach

Stage

Bolus Beach

Diabetes Camp

Soccer

Diabetic  
Alert Dogs

Partner 
Booths

Medical Center & 
Pod Change Station

Podder® Lounge &  
Pod Change Station

Don’t forget to check out the bulletin 
board when you arrive. It’s full of  
advice from island residents!

Runway



15 unique looks with insulin pumps  
and trendy bags to hold insulin supplies  
across in-game skin tones.
Access all the designs after your visit by searching MA-0103-8355-2422 in the design kiosk.
Don’t forget to take selfies throughout the island and share them on social including #OmnipodBay.



A note from Omnipod®

Life is good at Animal Crossing™: New Horizons,  
but we saw an integration in this game as an  
opportunity to continue to bring diabetes  
representation to the mainstream.

Omnipod Bay is an inclusive island where everyone—
with and without diabetes—can go on great adventures, 
take part in a scavenger hunt to unlock a secret  
design, and navigate an obstacle maze to get to the  
secret Podder® Lounge, all with a character who  
represents them.

We are thrilled to have our own little oasis in  
Animal Crossing. We can’t wait to see you there!



Get ready to explore!

Meet new friends at  
The Podder® Lounge. 

Go on a Scavenger Hunt!

The island is full of adventure and challenges. If you  
get stuck, you can always check the bulletin board.  
And remember, sometimes the code or tool you’re  
looking for may be hidden behind larger items or cliffs. 
Use all camera angles to fully explore the island and  
find the supplies you need.

Getting to The Podder® Lounge isn’t a straight route.  
It’s through a maze! Grab your shovel and ladder and  
travel through the many twists, turns and obstacles.  
Keep an eye out for any hidden tools that might make  
your journey a little easier.

Don’t just lounge on the beach all day, go on a hunt for  
a special prize. Hidden within The Podder® Lounge, Gym, 
and Medical Center are code fragments. These codes can 
be combined and entered into your island design kiosk to 
unlock a secret design. Use all your camera angles and 
tools to scope out the needed codes.



Give your character 
some style!
Visit the kiosk in the town plaza to download  
any of the designs on Omnipod Bay.



Scalloped Sunflower
An adorable yellow shift dress with contrasting  
pockets and a scalloped hem—and it’s sleeveless  
to showcase your diabetes technology. It’s ideal 
for taking a walk around the island or hanging in 
the Podder® Lounge meeting new friends.

DESIGN CODES 

MO-TMCV-T42K-1WX9

MO-JLCG-1Y98-28N9

MO-6Q09-LK6M-23KF

MO-LKQG-NTW6-9WJ1

MO-XW80-1HWF-1MLX

MO-SP5R-45CF-JM7H

MO-B5Q5-ST3T-RQJ7

MO-FYL8-LMKM-84KH

DESIGN CODES 

MO-N4L7-2Y5J-MMXQ

MO-3YHL-JB6J-X2T9

MO-KLVN-X0GV-6T86

MO-4019-J8G1-BQN5

MO-0KHV-6LQ4-1LB9

MO-H0C4-MT1R-G9BX

MO-8TJQ-Q6VP-RCL6

MO-6L4T-KKDM-VYH0

Ready to Ride
A short-sleeve, zip-up jersey that allows your Pod 
to peek through, paired with coordinating athletic 
shorts. Wear it while cycling around the island or 
when participating in one of the many activities  
at the diabetes camp.  

Lavender Safari
A light, button-up blouse and matching patterned 
skirt accented with a stylish aqua pack to carry 
your diabetes supplies. Take a stroll around  
the island or head to the fruit stall and grab  
an orange—labeled with carb counts.

DESIGN CODE: MO-GNFD-6MBF-N4N4



Island Finery
A cheery striped tee and loose linen overshirt, 
paired with a fashionable white pack full of all  
the diabetes supplies you need. Explore the  
island—don’t forget to stop by and rub the belly  
of one of the cute diabetic alert dogs.

DESIGN CODE: MO-YQ09-DNKV-S8WP

Pod Trousseau 
A sporty two-piece swimsuit that’s accented  
with a sheer wrap skirt and a hint of Pod. Great  
for a game of volleyball on Bolus Beach or taking 
long walks around the island searching for fun  
diabetes surprises. 

Pods and Stripes
The perfect pair of striped swim trunks that hit 
right above the knee and start right below your  
diabetes technology. With a Pod on your side,  
you can relax on a hammock or watch the waves 
crash at the A1-Sea.

DESIGN CODES 

MO-6VF6-GG7Q-DF2Q

MO-LSQC-NL4B-VPL8

MO-8K2J-LDKF-Y92D

MO-M7WF-VW8S-JGFL

MO-FG1S-5B6X-H2KP

MO-PTFX-GGTJ-2G1L

MO-4PMM-MMDC-5D6F

MO-N0HL-JGXL-S9BR

DESIGN CODES 

MO-6SLQ-F87T-S786

MO-6NWN-P5YM-1799

MO-P290-8KHJ-S72D

MO-1R2W-GTSH-CN5K

MO-88TW-L28M-50L2

MO-Q9NB-YT7N-746H

MO-JQ0H-R83G-6J99

MO-Q0HR-WWLV-71WN



Get Pumped
A long-sleeve, vintage-inspired shirt you can  
pair with jeans and an Omnipod® baseball cap to 
complete the look. Go ahead and rock your outfit  
proudly as you step into a changing station to 
quickly change out your Pod.

SHIRT DESIGN CODE: MO-0KBS-4RFK-W3G8

CAP DESIGN CODE: MO-D6YM-BQLS-FF5R

Pump It Up
A cute, long-sleeve shirt that shows off your midriff 
and your diabetes technology. A jean skirt makes this 
sporty number great for meeting up with friends or 
running to the pharmacy to pick up some more Pods. 

Gladiator Dress
A chic black slip dress with a stylish high slit to 
show off your Pod. It’s a simple enough dress that 
you can wear it while soaking in the sun by the 
pool or dancing at a concert.

DESIGN CODES 

MO-TQSC-SHV5-K21J

MO-5314-VP4C-Q9C4

MO-G2BM-0QXH-54ND

MO-SV2Y-P0NJ-P15P

MO-KGCY-92LW-SQFD

MO-Q2F6-M8PB-MJYC

MO-T0HN-8R62-TM9M

MO-FC00-7KF3-P5PL

DESIGN CODES 

MO-HKL5-4XF9-M8NR

MO-XY3L-29CT-77YY

MO-D8FR-G7FT-MY61

MO-SF14-497K-J5JM

MO-H2LJ-20WM-1K7M

MO-F0GC-XQC4-BB8Y

MO-CNQ2-9B9N-W0MW

MO-0WXM-0M3P-HGQ9



Pod-leisure
Switch up where you wear your diabetes  
technology. With this casual style, you can pop 
your Pod right under this cute cropped tank.

Perfectly Posy
The thin straps on this bright and cheerful floral 
cotton dress aren’t just cute—they’ll help highlight 
your diabetes technology. This number is perfect 
for, well, anything really.

JDRF
JDRF is the leading global type 1 diabetes  
(T1D) research and advocacy organization. Their 
mission is to improve lives today and tomorrow by  
accelerating life-changing breakthroughs to cure, 
prevent and treat T1D and its complications.

ADVOCACY PARTNER

DESIGN CODES 

MO-1TY1-CS4G-J90P

MO-S0D2-V6PY-GF70

MO-KHFF-9JXY-842F

MO-MFCQ-6S6L-TK02

MO-PQDP-D5TF-5TBM

MO-YD1S-938K-LGBN

MO-S0VK-CC6G-HDTR

MO-4V23-94XW-Y9FD

DESIGN CODES 

MO-0WLC-PF1B-Q4FB

MO-Y7V4-W8BY-94NS

MO-8WQT-T77T-92P6

MO-4JKB-GVRT-G03H

MO-96X5-D0MC-B560

MO-4PLC-LM06-9MGL

MO-8NRK-C1PX-VF51

MO-J9X8-KY52-TWV2

DESIGN CODES 

MO-GNP9-DXFC-9WMV

MO-5SPF-6DJ5-4DL0

MO-5SKX-RP9P-627P

MO-8B68-TC5N-G7BK

MO-679X-WTY3-9322

MO-N4KS-WHMS-824B

MO-4WMP-NR4L-X254

MO-722Q-P0DM-7RW2

CAP DESIGN CODE: MO-W037-6V0B-HW0P



Children with Diabetes
Children with Diabetes focuses on care today,  
so we are ready for a cure tomorrow. As a global  
resource, they provide support, education and  
inspiration to empower families and all people  
living with diabetes to enjoy healthy, enriched lives.

Beyond Type 1
Beyond Type 1 is a nonprofit organization changing 
what it means to live with diabetes. Through peer 
support programs, global campaigns, and digital 
platforms, Beyond Type 1 is uniting the global  
diabetes community, empowering people to both 
live well today and support a better tomorrow. 

Kyler Cares Foundation
Kyler Cares Foundation provides grants for  
continuous glucose monitors and insulin  
pumps for children and young adults living  
with type 1 diabetes. 

ADVOCACY PARTNERADVOCACY PARTNERADVOCACY PARTNER

SHIRT DESIGN CODE: MO-8X2P-5J82-LJ5G
SHIRT DESIGN CODE: MO-9C6H-VBR8-GBCQ

CAP DESIGN CODE: MO-BQSG-NKWK-BF97
CAP DESIGN CODE: MO-YH0Q-1F0N-QC59

SHIRT DESIGN CODE: MO-936W-J4FM-8JRK

CAP DESIGN CODE: MO-VB8J-78N4-2T88



Ready to visit  
Omnipod Bay?
Traveling to Omnipod Bay is like a dream, seriously you  
have to dream. Lie down in your bed and select “I want to  
get some sleep” when given the choice. Then enter the code  
DA-9645-5879-6910 or search for OmnipodBay.

Having trouble dreaming?  
Make sure you have a Nintendo Online account,  
check for a message from Luna and make sure  
“dreaming” is unlocked in your settings.



Omnipod believes in helping simplify life with diabetes. 

Whether it’s taking a swim in A1-Sea, hanging in the 
Podder® Lounge or exploring the island, Omnipod Bay  
is the perfect place to start. 

Have safe travels and enjoy Omnipod Bay! 
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